
Introducing FLEXPAC™ Corner Boards by Impackt Packaging Solutions – your choice for packaging 
protection and support. Designed to avoid costly damage to products in shipment or in storage, 
FLEXPAC™ Corner Boards ensure your products reach their destination undamaged.

Contact us for a quote! info@impacktpkg.com www.impacktpkg.com 908-587-9200

FLEXPACTM

Corner Boards

FLEXPAC™ Corner Boards (FLEXPAC™ is a registered trademark of Impackt Packaging)

Eco-Friendly and Strong
Crafted from 100% recycled paperboard, 
FLEXPAC™ Corner Boards are not only 
environmentally responsible but also 
remarkably sturdy. These boards are designed 
to withstand the rigors of transport and 
storage, providing your packages with 
exceptional edge protection and load 
containment. With sustainability at its core, 
FLEXPAC™ is 100% recyclable, aligning with 
your company’s green initiatives without 
compromising on performance.

Customizable and Versatile
FLEXPAC™ is available in nearly any size, 
configuration or option, including standard 
and custom printing graphics. This versatility 
ensures that every package, no matter its 
size or shape, receives the optimal level of 
protection and brand visibility.

Maximize Protection,
Minimize Damage
In today’s fast-paced market, the integrity 
of your packaging is paramount. FLEXPAC™ 
Corner Boards drastically reduce the risk of 
damage during shipment or storage, stabilizing 
loads and improving stacking strength. They 
are your safeguard against shifting loads and 
the costly repercussions of damaged goods, 
which can significantly impact customer 
satisfaction and your bottom line.

A Solution for Every Industry
FLEXPAC™ Corner Boards are suited to a 
wide range of applications, from agriculture 
to appliances, building products to HVAC 
systems, food to pharmaceuticals, and much 
more. Whatever your customer’s industry, 
FLEXPAC™ provides the protection your 
products need, ensuring they arrive in perfect 
condition, every time.

Made from 100% recycled and recyclable paperboard

Multi-ply construction for enhanced strength and durability

Customizable dimensions and printing for brand enhancement

Versatile applications across numerous industries

Reduces the risk of shipment and storage damage

KEY FEATURES

Use to stabilize loads and improve stacking strength when 
shipping.

Stabilizes strapped or stretch-wrapped loads.

Provides additional support when double-stacking pallets in  
warehouse.

Eliminates shifting loads.

PRODUCT USES

CUSTOM SIZING AVAILABLE


